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Abstract—Compliance of business processes is becoming
increasingly important in the domain of business process
design. Despite that, human process designers must be able
to concentrate on the business goals which a business process
needs to fulfil. Compliance aspects of the business process
should not be in the main focus of the human process designer
during the development phase. Therefore, tools must support
human process designers in developing compliant business
processes. In this paper we introduce the concept of compliance
scopes. Compliance scopes are areas in a business process where
certain compliance conditions must hold. These conditions are
attached to the compliance scopes.
Compliance scopes can be applied to existing business
process models as well as to process templates. In this way
compliance rules are applied to certain areas of a business
process. During design time, compliance scopes can be used
in graphical workbenches to evaluate modifications to business
processes.
Keywords-compliance; business process design;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compliance is becoming an important factor for the
business operations of enterprises these days. Regulations
are either imposed by governments or internal departments
responsible to prevent economical or legal harm. There exist
a number of bodies of regulations, for example SOX [1]
or BASEL II [2]. As these tend to be huge in size it
is rather impossible for a single human to keep all these
regulations in mind, especially when designing a business
process. Additionally, enterprises are facing considerable
fines when they violate commercial regulations [3]. These
findings led us to the conclusion that enterprises need to
be sure that the business processes they are creating are
compliant. As a consequence it follows that there is a need
for theoretical concepts and tools to support human business
process designers to create compliant business processes.
Human business process designers should not have to deal
with compliance during the development phase of a business
process.
Based on our experience with insurance companies, we
present solutions for compliant business process design in this
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paper. The goal of these insurance companies is to minimise
costs of their business processes. One possibility to achieve
this is to integrate the information systems of their partners
into their business processes. Therefore, so called process
templates can be handed to the partner enterprises in order to
be completed by them. A process template is a business
process skeleton that is not meant to be executed. This
process template comprises the main activities that must be
executed by a partner to interact with the insurance business
process of the insurance company. It must be completed
with partner-specific activities. Since it is important for the
insurance company to run compliant business processes,
the partner enterprises have to be guided in completing
the business process templates to create compliant business
processes. In this paper we provide a means to guide the
partner enterprises in completing process templates to become
compliant business processes.
The main contribution of this paper is a theoretical
concept that is called compliance scope. Compliance scopes
are used to restrict certain areas of a business process to
prevent modifications that would cause non-compliance of
the business process. Further contributions are a method
explaining how compliance scopes can be used within
enterprises, and scenarios showing where compliance scopes
are useful. In order to show the practicality of the concepts
presented in this paper we decided to show and apply them
to business processes modelled in BPMN 2.0. However, the
concept of a compliance scope can be applied to an arbitrary
business process language because of its generic nature.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section II we analyse related work that has been done in
the direction of compliant business process design and show
advantages and shortcomings that we address in this paper.
Section III shows how the problems of compliant business
process design became apparent to us. Here we describe
a motivational example by means of an insurance case
that we came across during our work in the openXchange1
1 http://www.openxchange-project.de

project. Section IV provides a detailed specification of the
concept of a compliance scope. In this section we extend
the meta model of the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN 2.0) [4] and enrich it with compliance scopes. We
therefore use BPMN 2.0 in contrast to BPMN 1.1 because
it has an extension mechanism that has been refined and
enhanced. A method showing how compliance scopes are
applied is presented in Section V. Future work is discussed
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we present related work in the field of
compliant business process design. We discuss advantages
and shortcomings with an eye to the goals of this paper. The
related work is categorised in two aspects. The first part of
the works presented here are coming from the domain of
compliance engineering. The second part describes ways to
build variants of business processes. Seeking a combination
of these areas, we look at them regarding design-time aspects.
In [5] an approach is presented that uses process fragments
to be added to a process. These fragments implement certain
compliance requirements the process has to meet. After the
insertion of a process fragment into a process, verification
tools perform a check to ensure the process fragment was
inserted at the right place. The ability to define compliance
rules for certain areas of a process is missing in this work.
From our experience we see that many compliance rules
must only be applied to certain areas of a business process.
For validation purposes only the business process activities
have to be considered that are contained within a certain
compliance scope. Here, we see potential to accelerate the
verification of compliance rules during design time.
A different approach to design compliant business processes is presented in [6]. Here, compliance requirements are
expressed with statements in deontic logic. These statements
are automatically transformed into a graphical process model.
This process model can then be used by a human process
designer to verify the validity of the process being developed.
In this approach the human process designer is supported by
tools in developing a compliant process. These tools show
a possible compliant control flow but do not automatically
check the resulting process model at design time. This would
be desirable since human process designers are already
challenged by reaching the complex business goal of the
new business process during design time. They should not
have to bother with additional requirements like those coming
from compliance considerations.
In [7] business processes are enriched with control tags
describing compliance requirements. These control tags
help human business process designers to design compliant
business processes. The use of analysis tools to check
compliance of a business process model is encouraged. Apart
from this, no statements are made on concepts describing

how to check the compliance of business process models
during design time.
Compliance of a BPEL process is checked by using
language patterns in [8]. These language patterns combine
a number of statements in a given logical language. The
authors argue that these patterns are more understandable
and easier to use than plain LTL for example. The compliance
rules specified in this pattern language can be automatically
checked against a BPEL process. With the concept of
compliance scopes we make the definition of compliance
rules another step easier. With compliance scopes compliance
rules can be applied to certain areas of a business process.
This leads to shorter and less complex compliance rules.
During the creation of a compliance rule for a compliance
scope it is not necessary to take the whole business process
into account.
In the area of modelling process variants several approaches have been presented. In [9] a method is described
which allows configurable process models to be defined
preserving soundness during the configuration process. Compliance issues need to be addressed implicitly during the
creation of the configurable process model.
A different approach called Provop is described in [10].
Here a basic process model is extended with options, which
include possible modifications of the basic model. Although
some research has been done in the field of guaranteeing
soundness, compliance requirements could only be modelled
implicitly through general process constraints.
Another method is called PESOA, and uses features
similar to UML-concepts like stereotypes in order to model
variability [11]. Here, the concept of variation points is
introduced as an abstract activity, which is then implemented
using concrete activities. Compliance has not been in the
focus of this work.
In contrast to the mentioned methods, the variability
descriptors described in [12] allow the addition of variability
to the complete application and not only process models. The
separation of models and variability, which can be applied
to any xml-based file or model, allows the creation of a
valid model according to any specification. The creation of
compliant applications was not considered in this work.
To sum up, in previous work we see approaches dealing
with compliance at design time and approaches dealing with
the creation of process variants. In this paper, we combine
compliance considerations with creation of process variants
at design time. We further want to emphasise that our goal is
to support human business process designers during design
time. We want to provide concepts that are user friendly.
III. M OTIVATING C ASE S TUDY
As mentioned in Section I, compliance is an important
factor in the design phase of business processes.
In our work with customers in the openXchange project
the need for means to deal with compliance in business

processes became clear. The openXchange project deals
with the management of property damage through a service
network of involved small and medium sized enterprises. In
this project we worked with concepts to design variants of
damage claim processes. Process templates play an important
role in this business. Variants of these process templates can
be created for every special use case. This fosters reuse of
existing knowledge and thus helps to reduce process costs.
The partner companies and customers also profit from using
these reference processes because their damage claims can
be processed automatically, resulting in faster and defined
resolution.
Process templates implement a number of compliance
rules. Hence, these process templates are compliant to these
compliance rules. Building variants from these process templates raises the question if these variants are still compliant.
Without concepts and tools to ensure the compliance of
such process templates at design-time, we cannot be sure of
the resulting business process meets the same compliance
requirements as the process template.
Insurance companies and their partners need to conform to
certain regulations. This also applies to the business processes
they are using. During our work in the openXchange project,
the following requirements became apparent.
• Enterprises want to reuse business processes
• Enterprises need to build compliant business processes
• Human process designers must be able to fully concentrate on the implementation of the business goals of a
business process
• Tools must support human process designers in the
design phase to prevent them of being distracted by
compliance concerns
• Concepts, methods, and techniques are needed to enable tools like graphical process design workbenches
supporting human process designers
In this section we show which concepts are needed for
compliance management during design time in a real-world
use case.
We assume an insurance company named Business Insurance Group (BIG) wants to build a number of process
templates for different purposes which support the company
in the creation of compliant business processes.
One process that is often used in the insurance industry is
the claims management process. As the claims management
process is slightly different for the different insurance
products (like motor insurance, building insurance, or indemnity insurance) it is qualified to be reused by means
of process templates. Process fragments are stored in a
repository to be used to complete these process templates
to executable business processes. All claims management
processes basically consist of four steps (see Figure 1 for
details):
• Damage set-up – the damage claim is filed and matched
with contract data

Active claims management – partners (service providers)
are involved (e.g. surveyor, repair shop)
• Claims Settlement – calculation of the compensation
and payments
• Claims to damages – claims to third parties are persecuted
For each of these steps different compliance rules apply, as
all of them contain distinct sets of activities. In the current
example we focus on the damage set-up.
In the mentioned process repository, besides process
fragments, process templates for processing damage claims
are stored. These process templates should be used by
human process designers as a starting point for new business
processes. Figure 2 shows a simplified process template.
Only activities labelled Region can be filled by human
process designers with additional logic, implementing the
requirements for a particular domain like fire damage, for
instance. No other modifications are allowed to be done by
human process designers. The process template implicitly
implements certain compliance rules. One rule is for example
that the activity “check data and set-up damage report” must
be executed before any other activity in the business process.
These implicitly defined compliance rules must hold during
the design phase and when the process is finished.
The purpose of a process template is to become a compliant
business process in the end. To keep the process template
compliant, modifications to the process template must be
restricted. Such restrictions are realised as compliance rules.
Only those modifications to a process template should be
possible that do not introduce compliance violations into the
process template.
We provide a formal definition of compliance scopes in
the next section. This is done to facilitate the creation of
tools to support human business process designers. These
tools must be able to evaluate the compliance rules attached
to compliance scopes at every design step.
•

IV. C OMPLIANCE S COPE
To accomplish the goal of supporting the human business
process designer in designing compliant business processes,
we introduce the concept of a compliance scope.
Figure 2 shows two possible compliance scopes as an
example. These compliance scopes define areas in a process
model where certain rules must hold. In compliance scope
one such a rule could be: The activity ”check data and setup damage report” must be executed once before any other
activity in the business process. A possible compliance rule
attached to compliance scope two could be: Either activity
”check by compliance expert” or activity ”check by case
officer” must be executed once before any activity that can
be inserted in region three.
These two rules imply that the mentioned activities cannot
be used to complete the process template, because they are
still present.

Active claims management not needed

Damage Setup

Claims to damages not possible

Active Claims
Management

Claims
Settlement

Claims to
Damages

Damage Claim

Notification:
Process ended

Figure 1.

Claims management — top level process template in BPMN 2.0
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Figure 2.

Damage set-up process template — simplified version in BPMN 2.0

Further implicit compliance rules implemented by the
process template shown in Figure 2 are:
• As the first step after the reception of a damage report,
the damage report has to be set-up in the system once
• All damage reports need to be checked once for
completeness by a case officer
• Complicated damage claims need to be examined once
by a legal expert afterwards
• In the last region-activity an activity has to be inserted
that does additional insurance and branch specific
checks
To prevent human business process designers from developing a non-compliant business process we need to enforce
some rules. A compliance scope can contain an arbitrary
number of activities of a business process, starting from one
single activity up to all activities of a business process.
A distinct set of compliance rules is attached to each of
these scopes. With this concept it is possible to define sets
of rules over special parts of a process template. These sets
of rules have to be valid within a certain compliance scope
and can be validated at design time.
Compliance scopes can be applied to all four basic steps
of claims management and to all different insurance branches.
For example in the liability insurance, an additional liability
check needs to be conducted in the damage set-up phase.
Another example is the assignment of tasks to internal or
external surveyors. If there are external partners involved,

invoice management needs to be conducted. Another rule of
that type would be that an immediate payment can only take
place if the damage has been visited by an employee.
Finally, overall compliance rules can be applied depending
on the insurance itself: an insurance A might have the general
rule that payments over a certain limit need to be signed
off by a first-line manager. Another rule for the complete
scope would be that if other parties are involved, a claims
to damage phase definitely needs to be run through once
in the process. These are rules aiming at the presence of
additional activities to be inserted during completion of a
process template.
The concept of a compliance scope is independent of its
visual appearance in a graphical business process modelling
workbench. A compliance scope can be visualised as a circle
around a number of tasks in a BPMN 2.0 business process
model, for example.
A. Formal Definition
A compliance scope is a hyper edge in a graph-based
business process model (like BPMN) comprising activities
that are not necessarily connected. A set of compliance rules
is attached to each compliance scope. This set of rules can be
used by a graphical workbench to check if modifications to
the current process model result in a non-compliant process
model. Thus, this set of rules is not intended to be read
by human process designers. The formal definition of a
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Figure 4. Part of BPMN 2.0 meta model designed in UML concerning
extensibility (Source [4])
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compliance scope is based on the definition of a hyper
graph [13].
Let X = x1 , x2 , ..., xn be a finite set of BPMN 2.0 tasks.
Let Ei be a hyper edge in a hyper graph. A hyper graph on
X is a family H = E1 , E2 , ..., Em of subsets of X such
that
Ei 6= ∅
and

1

m
[

(i = 1, 2, ..., m)

(1)

Ei = X.

(2)

i=1

Equation 1 defines that an edge in a hyper graph must connect
more than zero elements in that graph. Equation 2 means
that the union of all subsets of X must be equal to X.
Let C be a finite set of all compliance rules. Let CS be
the finite set of compliance scopes applied to a business
process, then
CS ⊆ E × (2C \ { }).

(3)

Equation 3 defines what a compliance scope is. It is a
subset or equal to the cartesian product of all hyper edges
and the power set of all compliance rules.
We illustrate that with an example, see Figure 3. We
assume a BPMN 2.0 business process with two tasks. These
two tasks are connected by a hyper edge. We assume that
there are two compliance rules. So the power set of all
compliance rules has four elements: the empty set, two sets
with one compliance rule (Set 2 and Set 3), and one set
with all compliance rules (Set 1). We subtract the empty set
from that power set and get three resulting sets of rules. The
empty set is discarded because a compliance scope without
a compliance rule is useless. The hyper edge can now be
connected to an element of the power set of the compliance
rules making the hyper edge a compliance scope. In our
example we connected Set 2 with the hyper edge.

Relations of compliance scopes

B. BPMN 2.0 Extension Mechanism
BPMN 2.0 is the next incarnation of the Business Process
Modelling Notation. The extension mechanism in BPMN 1.1
has been revised in BPMN 2.0. We use these mechanisms
to integrate compliance scopes in BPMN 2.0.
Figure 4 shows a simplified excerpt of the BPMN 2.0 meta
model, designed as an UML class diagram. The definitions
class extends the base element class which provides the basis
for all BPMN 2.0 elements. Each class with name Definitions
is composed with one or more Extension classes.
To technically integrate compliance scopes in a BPMN 2.0
business process we extend the class ExtensionDefinition.
We name this new class ComplianceScope (see Figure 4).
Due to the fact that the class ComplianceScope inherits all
attributes and methods from the class ExtensionDefinition
it also inherits the extension attributes defined in the class
ExtensionAttributeDefinition. To define which BPMN 2.0
tasks are contained within one compliance scope we use
these extension attributes. Each extension attribute of the
class ComplianceScope contains the identifier of a BPMN 2.0
task that is contained within this compliance scope. The
class compliance scope further contains a property called
complianceRules. This property holds the references to the
compliance rules that are applied to the compliance scope.
C. Specifying Compliance Rules
There is a multitude of different languages and concepts
that can be used to specify compliance rules [14]. Every
language has its strengths and weaknesses. For example,
ontologies are a good match to define causal dependencies.
Others are better suited to model the temporal properties of
a requirement, like Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
We experienced in software projects, with industrial
partners, that two classes of compliance problems exist
within the domain of business processes. These two classes
represent two logical fields that have to be covered by suitable

languages. The two classes are: temporal execution order of
activities (1) and presence or absence of activities (2).
To define rules that restrict the execution order of activities,
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [15] is a suitable language.
LTL has been used in a variety of works to model compliance
requirements concerning the temporal order of activities. As
an example compliance scope two in Figure 2 could have
been annotated with the following rule: If the activity “Check
by Compliance Expert (Check)” is executed, then activity
“Rate damage reporter (Rate)” must be inserted in region
three. A translation of this rule in LTL would look like this:
CheckF Rate

(4)

In LTL F means eventually (in the future). Thus, equation 4
means that a rate activity can only occur if a check activity
has occurred before.
To define rules in field (2) we propose to use ontologies to
restrict activities to be used in a process template. The idea
is to match an ontology of a process fragment that is being
inserted into a compliance scope to one or more ontologies
being applied to that compliance scope.
V. M ETHOD
To show how the concept of compliance scopes is best
used we provide a method. At first we introduce roles that
must be present in this environment to enact the method.
After that is done we describe the method by means of a
BPMN diagram.
In the following list we provide a short description for
every required role of the method:
• Process Template Owner: Coordinates the creation and modification of process templates equipped
with compliance scopes.
• Process Template Designer:The process template designer designs process templates and uses
compliance scopes along with compliance rules to
restrict certain areas of a process template.
• Compliance Expert: The compliance expert has
considerable knowledge in the field of compliance. Being responsible to provide all compliance rules that must
be applied to a new business process, the compliance
expert defines sets of patterns that implement certain
compliance rules. The compliance expert also has the
responsibility to keep up to date with changing and
newly introduced legislations.
• Process Designer (User):
The human process designer who uses the process template is responsible to complete it to a executable business process.
Figure 6 shows the method by means of a BPMN diagram.
The diagram shows the interactions of all participating roles
and partners in this method. The partners involved are an
enterprise acting as a compliance as a services provider,
a consulting enterprise (Compliance Consulting) having

knowledge in the field of compliance, and an enterprise
acting as a customer for process templates. The goal of
the compliance as a service provider is to sell process
templates that are annotated with compliance scopes along
with software tools to fill these process templates with
business activities.
In Figure 6 we modelled the case when a new process
template is needed. The BPMN process starts at the top
left with the experience for the need for a new process
template. After that the template designer begins to create a
process template. In parallel the compliance expert begins
to assess the compliance rules that must be applied to the
new process template. After the process template is finished
and the compliance assessment is done, the compliance rules
are integrated into the process template by the compliance
expert using compliance scopes. After the process template
is complete, it is certified by the template owner. The
certification is done to keep track of changes to the process
template. An unauthorised modification to a process template
can be discovered this way.
The process designer can now use the process template as
a starting point to create a new business process. A number
of activities are inserted into the process template to make it
executable. After the process template is validated against
the annotated compliance rules, it can be executed.
Another scenario in which compliance scopes can be
applied to support compliant business process design is
described in the following.
A. Imposing compliance constraints on an existing process
This scenario considers the existence of legacy processes
which have to be made compliant to laws, regulations and
other compliance sources that have been identified as being
relevant for that specific process. There are two important
stakeholders involved in this scenario. On the one hand, there
is the compliance expert who is aware of the constraints the
business process has to comply with. On the other hand
there is the process owner, who designed the process in
order to perform particular work, possibly not considering
any compliance requirements yet. Figure 7 illustrates the
different steps that have to be performed in this scenario.
We start with an existing process (a), which possibly
does not yet consider compliance requirements. This existing
process is fully specified and thus executable. In cooperation
with the process owner, the compliance expert defines compliance scopes (b) around particular parts of the process which
have to comply with particular compliance requirements.
These compliance scopes help to prevent modifications to
this process that would make it non-compliant. For example,
one scope could be related to security (the upper branch
in the process) and another one could be related to privacy
(the lower branch). In the following step (c) the compliance
scopes are being validated by corresponding tools (e.g. model
checkers, custom analysis tools etc.). The result of this
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validation step is presented to both, the compliance expert
and the process owner. In case of any violation the process
owner has to redesign the process accordingly (in the example
the security requirements are violated). After redesign, which
has to be done by the process expert, not by the compliance
expert, the validation step is executed again. When the
validation results are positive, then the compliance expert has
the certainty, that the constraints he imposed on the process
are realised in an adequate manner.
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VI. F UTURE W ORK
In upcoming works we will analyse existing languages
if they are suitable to be used with compliance scopes.
Criteria for this analysis are the availability of tools to
check constraints written in a certain language (i) and the
expressiveness of a language (ii). Language that will be
examined in this analysis are LTL, the object constraint
language (OCL), or the formal contract language (FCL),
besides others. We will also investigate which languages are
best suited for different compliance problems.

Figure 8.

Compliance Patterns

We will further work on a solution to facilitate the
definition of compliance constraints. To achieve this goal
we will examine an approach that uses so called compliance

patterns [5]. A compliance pattern is a combination of statements in a specific logical language defining a compliance
constraint. Figure 8 shows our pattern based approach. On the
lowest level on the bottom of the figure possible languages
are listed. One level higher in the middle of the figure you
find patterns defined in each of these languages. On the
highest layer we will define a generic compliance language.
This generic compliance language contains descriptions of
recurring compliance problems like the segregation of duties
problem, for example. These descriptions are then linked to
the compliance pattern written in a specific language that is
most suitable for a specific compliance problem.

[3] P. Meller, “EU to beef up its cartel busters,”
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/10/business/worldbusiness/
10iht-compete.html? r=1&scp=7&sq=microsoft%
20cartel&st=cse, 2005.

VII. C ONCLUSION

[6] S. Goedertier and J. Vanthienen, “Designing Compliant
Business Processes from Obligations and Permissions,” in
Business Process Management Workshops, ser. Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, J. Eder and S. Dustdar, Eds., vol. 4103.
Springer Verlag, 2006, pp. 5–14.

In this paper we showed the concept of compliance
scopes. Our claim is that human process designers should
not bother with compliance during the design phase of a
business process. Thus, this concept has been developed
to support human process designers in creating compliant
business processes. We showed that there is a need for such
concepts by presenting a real-world use case. This use case
has been designed using our experience with customers. In
Section IV we formally defined the concept of a compliance
scope and showed how the BPMN 2.0 meta model can be
extended to use compliance scopes with BPMN 2.0. We
further showed in this section how the BPMN 2.0 meta
model can be extended to be able to create compliance scopes
in BPMN 2.0 diagrams. We concluded this section with a
discussion of logical languages to be used with compliance
scopes. A method for compliance scopes was presented in
Section V. This method describes which roles must be created
and what infrastructure must be in place in order to work with
compliance scopes in an enterprise. Here we also showed
that the concept of compliance scopes can also be applied
to existing business processes apart from process templates.
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